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NEW QUESTION: 1
Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each
question in the series contains a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some
question sets might have more than one correct solution, while others might not have a correct
solution.
After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result,
these questions will not appear in the review screen.
You have a Standard tier Azure IoT hub and a fleet of IoT devices.
The devices connect to the IoT hub by using either Message Queuing Telemetry Transport
(MQTT) or Advanced Message Queuing Protocol (AMQP).
You need to send data to the IoT devices and each device must respond. Each device will
require three minutes to process the data and respond.
Solution: You update the twin desired property and check the corresponding reported
property.
Does this meet the goal?
A. No
B. Yes
Answer: B
Explanation:
IoT Hub provides three options for device apps to expose functionality to a back-end app:
Twin's desired properties for long-running commands intended to put the device into a certain
desired state. For example, set the telemetry send interval to 30 minutes.
Direct methods for communications that require immediate confirmation of the result.
Direct methods are often used for interactive control of devices such as turning on a fan.
Cloud-to-device messages for one-way notifications to the device app.
Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/iot-hub/iot-hub-devguide-c2d-guidance

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which would be the best response if a customer doesn't see the value of IBM Notes and
Domino?
A. Offer to migrate them over to Google for no charge
B. Show them all the entitlements and tremendous amount of value in the box that IBM Notes

and Domino 9 Social Edition has to offer
C. Immediately offer to discount the price by 80%
D. Remind them that paying a lot of money for software is just the cost of doing business in the
modern world
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
A form listing nearby restaurants has four columns:
* Restaurant name
* Restaurant location
* Thumbnail image of the seating area
* Make reservation (check box)
You want to ensure that users have the information they need to make a reservation regardless
of screen size.
When viewed on a small screen, you do not need to display the images.
What three configuration steps do you take to support this requirement? (Choose Three)
A. Set the importance of the Restaurant name column to Primary.
B. Set the importance of the image column to Secondary.
C. Set the importance of the Restaurant name and Make reservation columns to Primary.
D. Set the importance of the Make reservation column to Primary.
E. Set the importance of the Restaurant location and Make reservation columns to Secondary.
F. Set the importance of the image column to Other.
Answer: A,E,F

NEW QUESTION: 4
An IBM Cloud application uses a relational database that must be initialized with several tables
and several hundred rows of initial data. Based on the Twelve-Factor App methodology, how
should this be done?
A. The application should include code to call an ETL service to initialize the database if it has
not yet been initialized.
B. The application should include code to initialize the database if it has not yet been
initialized.
C. A backup file of the database should be included in the application and restored by the
application code on startup.
D. A script or separate application should be used to initialize the database prior to deploying
the application as a one-off process.
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
II. Dependencies - Explicitly declare and isolate dependencies
References: https://www.ctl.io/blog/post/appfog-and-twelve-factor-apps-explained/
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